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As we saw in the last newsletter, Gen Y and Gen Z get the 
bulk of their news from social media on mobile devices. I’m 
writing this article specifically for them, so please share it with 
your favorite Y’s and Z’s.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/the-future-of-news-for-younger-generations
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First, here’s a 2019 survey that shows smartphones continue 
to be primary in how younger people get their news —

Data from both the survey and the qualitative research 
emphasise what we have known for some time – that 
young people are highly reliant on their phones. Our 
digital tracking in the US and UK shows that Gen Z 
and Gen Y spend a large part of their waking hours 
interacting with smartphones. They use them for 
communication, for media, for games, for dating – and 
for news. Across all markets, our survey data reveal 
that the smartphone is the main device used for 
accessing news for the vast majority of under 35s 
(69%).

Another way of illustrating the primacy of smartphone 
news for young people is to look at data on their first 
contact with news on a typical day. Nearly half of Gen 
Z news users (45%) in our combined sample come 
into first contact with news in the morning via the 
smartphone, with only 19% via TV and 5% via 
desktops/laptops. Similar trends can be seen among 
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Gen Y, who also first turn to their smartphone (39%) 
over TV (22%) or the computer (8%). By sharp 
contrast, for over 35s television is still the most likely 
first contact point with news (30%), with smartphone 
(19%) and radio (18%) some way behind.

We can also look in more depth at where people go 
when they first pick up their smartphones for news. 
While those over 35 are likely to first go directly to a 
news site via an app or the mobile browser (39%), 
Gen Z are more likely to turn to social media and 
messaging apps (57%). In other words, news brands 
are less important for this group than for over 35s. 
Gen Y are somewhere in the middle, with 43% getting 
their news via social media and messaging apps and 
33% directly. Facebook is equally popular as a first 
destination with both groups, and Instagram has 
become more popular in the last few years as a first 
destination. Interestingly, Twitter is twice as popular 
with Gen Z users compared to Gen Y users. Direct 
traffic is relatively more important in the UK than in the 
US, partly due to the prominence of publishers like 
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BBC and the Guardian. Reuters Institute Digital News 
Report

Second, a 2022 survey about Gen Z “daily news source 
frequency” showed that 50% depended on social media, 17% 
radio, 13% online-only news sites, 9% network news, 8% 
cable news, and 5% newspapers. Zoomers look to Instagram 
and YouTube for a lot of their news and information. They are 
very open to new social platforms to get information — and 
new platforms and devices are coming.

https://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2019/how-younger-generations-consume-news-differently/
https://www.digitalnewsreport.org/survey/2019/how-younger-generations-consume-news-differently/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1124119/gen-z-news-consumption-us/
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Trustworthy News Sites? 

So, can we trust news online? On social media? As a career 
journalist, I have some serious concerns about that. As a 
former U.S. president used to say — “Trust, but verify.” I’d say 
that’s good advice for any young people who get their news 
from social media. Find what you believe are trustworthy 
news sites (based on careful research and experience with 
them), then verify what you read or watch. Just because your 
best friend forwards a news story to you and says you “just 
have to read/watch this,” be sure to verify that the story is 
truthful.
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I also recommend CAUTION when reading news online. Just 
like I tell my martial arts students — Be Aware and Beware.

Be aware that any news story may contain misinformation or 
even disinformation. News stories are covered and written by 
people who may or may not use best-practices when it comes 
to journalism. Unfortunately, we’ve seen veteran journalists 
take some extreme positions on news stories on social media. 
Verify anything you read on social media before “liking,” 
“retweeting,” or “forwarding.” Your reputation could suffer if 
you aren’t careful.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/information-mis-or-dis
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/information-mis-or-dis
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Beware of their biases in stories. Some of the facts may be 
true, but writers can skew facts to fit their narrative and even 
leave out facts that would give a story its correct context. Also, 
beware of stories that sound too good to be true — because 
they rarely are (true).

Many people don’t know it, but some online news websites 
and social media sites are not real journalism. They are 
propaganda sites. They promote a particular point of view, not 
unbiased news. Beware of those kinds of online sites, even if 
they are connected to what were once trusted news 
organizations. Take the time to find out who is behind those 
news and social media sites. What financial interests are 
behind the sites? Remember two of the most important 
principles of journalism — follow the people and follow the 
money. Who are the people who gather, confirm, and report 
the information to you. Who pays their salary? Can you trust 
the information in their reports or posts? Have they been 
wrong before? If they were wrong, did they correct the story 
and apologize for being wrong? Those are important 
questions for journalists and young news consumers to 
answer.

https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/follow-the-people
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/follow-the-money
https://markmcgee4.substack.com/p/follow-the-money
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“Truth claims” are not true if they are not true. Don’t be 
swayed into believing truth claims because someone says it 
on social media - even if they are a friend, celebrity, or well-
known journalist. Do your own careful research into the 
subject before believing it, and especially before sharing the 
information with other people.

Some truth claims are true — some are false — and some are 
half-truths. Be sure you know the difference when getting 
news and information from social media and other online 
sites. Unfortunately, we have learned during the past few 
years that some social media sites have actually suppressed 
real news stories. That has deeply impacted public trust in 
both the social sites as well as journalists who support or 
even promote the suppression.
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Video for Journalists 

Journalists may find this short video from Pew Research 
helpful as they consider ways to develop more trust with their 
viewers, listeners, and readers.

Trust in America: Do Americans trust the news media?

1960s Radio News © Mark McGee

© 1990-2022, Mark McGee and GraceLife

https://www.pewresearch.org/2022/01/05/trust-in-america-do-americans-trust-the-news-media/
https://cdn.substack.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fbucketeer-e05bbc84-baa3-437e-9518-adb32be77984.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F573b0f6d-3fa5-4f42-99f2-3878bc64490a_590x384.jpeg

